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• The Classicist is the only publication of its kind, devoted to presenting the best in current international scholarship and
practice related to historical and contemporary classicism in architecture and the allied arts; much of this material is not
available elsewhere
• The journal is beautifully designed and printed, and presents the work of architects and artists committed to the pursuit of
beauty and craftsmanship
The Classicist is an annual peer-reviewed journal dedicated to advancing the mission of the Institute of Classical Architecture
& Art by providing a venue for scholarship related to the classical tradition in architecture and the allied arts, a forum for current
classical practice, and a source of information and inspiration for students, practitioners, teachers, patrons, and lovers of
classical art and architecture. Volume 11 will feature scholarly essays dealing with historical practice, international portfolios of
current work by professionals and students, and book reviews. The content ranges from urban design to individual buildings, to
decorative arts and gardens. The journal is extensively illustrated, with many images in color, and will appeal to specialists and
non-specialists alike.
Contents:The Classicist at Large (editorial); Essays; Professional Portfolio; Academic Portfolio; Book Reviews
Steven W. Semes is Associate Professor of Architecture at the University of Notre Dame and has been a practicing architect
for over thirty years. A Fellow Emeritus of the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art, he is the author of two books, The
Architecture of the Classical Interior and The Future of the Past: A Conservation Ethic for Architecture, Urbanism, and Historic
Preservation, both published by W. W. Norton & Co.and dozens of articles related to classical architecture, urbanism, and the
allied arts.
He is on the editorial advisory board of the University of Pennsylvania journal Change Over Time and in 2010 received the
Clem Labine Award from Traditional Building magazine. He writes a blog, The View from Rome at http://traditional-building.com/
Steve_Semes/. He studied architecture at the University of Virginia and Columbia University.
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